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Absftrct
Ice blister observations made by the author In Greenland, Alaska and Antarctica
are discussed. Ice blisters up to 3 m high and tens of meters long were observed
on rivers and glaciers as well as on a subsurface glacial pool. Ice blisters
observed by other investigators are also discussed, as is ice blister morphology
(solid, hollow or water-filled), the processes associated with their formation and
their potential as a resource for potable water.

Cover: Ice blister on refrozen melt 'river,' Koeffliiz Glacier Ice Tongue,
Antarctica. Mt. Erebus rises majestically some 100 km in the
distance. Note the wind-polished ice on the left flank of the blister and
the typical cleavage crack, which is broadest at the apex of the ice
blister.

For conversion of SI metric units to U.SJBr•Itsh customary units of measurement
consult ASTM Standard E380, Metric Practice Guide, published bythe American
Society for Testing and Materials, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103.
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PREFACE

This report was prepared by Austin Kovacs, Research Civil Engineer, Applied Research
Branch, Experimental Engineering Division, U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engi-
neering Laboratory.

The author acknowledges the background information provided by Dr. William Harrison
of the Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska, on his Greenland ice blister observations,
Frederick E. Crory of CRREL on his Alaska ice blister observations and Giles McDonald of
Anchorage, Alaska, on the exploded icing reported in Sloan et al. (1976). He also acknowl-
edges the review of this report by Frederick Crory and Kevin L. Carey of CRREL.

The contents of this report are not to be used for advertising or promotional purposes.
Citation of brand names does not constitute an official endorsement or approval of the use
of such commercial products.
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Glacier, River and Sea Ice

Blister Observations

AUSTIN KOVACS

INTRODUCTION All blisters were found in the ablation zone where
summer surface melt forms pools in glacial ice

A paper recently appeared in the Journal of Glaci- depressions, crevasses or surface streams. In this
ology (Echelmeyer et al. 1991) in which reference report other ice blister observations made in Ant-
was made to ice blister formations that they be- arctica, Greenland and Alaska are presented. These
lieved had not previously been reported in the observations include river and surface and subsur-
literature. These ice blisters, found on the faceglacialiceblisterformationsupto4mhighand
Jakobshavn Isbrae ice field in Greenland, varied tens of meters long, both solid and water-filled. The
from 3 to 8 m in height and 7 to 20 m in length. Two process related to ice blister formation is also de-
types were noted: hollow (Fig. 1) and solid (Fig. 2). scribed.

Figure 1. Hollow ice blister observed on the Jakobshavns Isbrae, Greenland. The person
in the photo is for scale; the figu re was transferred froi, i another photo of the same scale. (Photo
courtesy of W.D. Harrison and K. Echelmeyer, Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska.)
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Figure 2. Solid ice blister observed on the Jakobshavns Isbrae, Greenland. (Photo courtesy
of W.D. Harrison and K. Echelineyer, Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska.)

TERMINOLOGY depicted in Figure 3. At times the hydrostatic pres-
sure can build to such a level that the frozen canopy

In reviewing the literature it appeared that such can no longer contain the water. When this occurs,
terms as icing, icing mound, icing blister, frost the blister may split and allow the confined water
blister, frost mound, naled mound, hydrolaccolith to escape to form an icing, or the ice mound canopy
and certain pingo types are all related to surface may explode, throwing ice blocks considerable dis-
morphology associated with the freezing of up- tances. Reports of this occurrence are given in Muller
ward-moving ground water. For example, Pollard (1947), Strugov (1955), Plashchev (1956), Bogomolov
(1991) stated that "the term icing blister was pro- and Sklyarevskaya (1969), Sloan et al. (1976), van
posed by van Everdingen (1978) to distinguish Everdingen (1978, 1982) and Frederking (1979). It
mounds formed by the hydraulic lifting of icing may be that the more explosive events occur when
layers by water under hydraulic potential. This gas under hydrostatic pressure has accumulated
process is analogous to frost blister formation.... In between the ice and water. Gas bubbles coming up
both cases hydraulic potential or hydrostatic pres- with suprapermafrost or subpermafrost water is
sure forces water" upward to the freezing front, as not unusual (Liestol 1977, van Everdingen 1982).

Earth Seasonally
and/or Ice Mound "-Thawed Ground

~Continuously"

-Thawed Ground

Permafrost Figure 3. Idealized frost
nmound. The mound may

consist of ice or have an
f Penetrating f•T~ Free o- Suprapermafrost j, Subpermafrost earth cover underlain by

Frost Water Water Water ice. (After Alter 1969.)
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Seasonal frost blisters or mounds are similar to conicalorelongated domeoralong, sinuous mound.
icing blisters except that the blister forms as a result An ice blister may be surrounded by an icing
of the movement of ground water upward to the accumulation that developed before, during or
bottom of the frozen active layer, where it freezes. after the blister formed. However, when an icing
As the process continues, crystallization forces and an ice blister are both found at the same loca-
gradually push the soil canopy and underlying ice tion, the ice blister is frequently referred to as an
mass upward to form a mound up to 3 m high icing blister or icing mound. This can be confusing,
(Pollard and French 1985, Pollard 1988). but the confusion can be resolved, at least in the

Icings, also called naleds and aufeis, are formed reader's mind, if a good-quality photo of the
by the freezing of successive layers of water flow- feature's morphology is provided. The fabric of the
ing onto the surface during the winter. They gener- ice will certainly reveal whether the formation
ally form in rivers or in the area of springs and developed as a result of water seepage and is thus
hillside seeps. An icing also may result if a confined an icing mound or from crystal growth processes
body of water suddenly drains or gradually seeps similar to that of lake ice and is thus an ice blister.
out onto the surface during the freezing months. I
have observed icings on the North Slope of AI,3ka
and near the Beaufort Sea coast of the Yukon Terri- ICE BLISTER OBSERVATIONS
tory of Canada that are tens of kilometers long.

As stated, the above ice features are formations Antarctic ice blisters
associated with the upward movement of supra- In 1977, 1 observed ice blisters in Antarctica simi-
permafrostorsubpermafrostwaterduringthe freez- lar to those reported by Echelmeyer et al. (1991) in
ing period. However, an ice blister or mound forms Greenland. They were located on the Koettlitz Gla-
in association with a confined body of water. After cier Ice Tongue. During the ablation season, signifi-
an ice cover has formed, further crystallization of cant surface melting occurs on this glacial ice tongue.
the confined water results in a large increase in the In some years the melting is so severe that "rivers"
hydrostatic pressure and volume expansion of the of rapidly flowing water develop and erode deep
ice canopy. These events combine to force the ice channels in the ice surface (Fig. 4). The steep ice
cover upward. The resulting ice feature may be a walls of the channels were up to 6 m above the

7n

4W,

Figure 4. River of summer meltwater on the Koettlitz Glacier Ice Tongue, McMurdo
Sound, Antarctica. The dark blotches in the river are granular material resting on the bottom.
A small I -m-high tracked vehicle is at the tipof thearrow. Dark bands in the river bankare related
to ice fabric variations.
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Figure 5. One-meter-high ice blister in a refrozen melt river on the Koettlitz Glacier
ice Tongue. An interesting feature of this photo is that the dark horizontal band in the river
bank is saline ice that grew on the bottom of the ice tongue after the Koettlitz Glacier left the
land. The ice layer above the sea ice is glacial ice that is rapidly melting away during the
summers, thereby exposing underlying saline ice.

Figure 6. Ice blister in a melt pool on the Koettlitz Glacier Ice Tongue surrounded by sum-
mer meltwater.
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Figure 7. Gravel in a melt river on the Koettlitz Glacier Ice Tongue.

water in the areas we worked. A unique aspect of m thick that had popped off the tip of one wedge
this flow is that it ran along the axis of the ice tongue when it was deflected upward.
back toward the area where the glacier ice became Other observations of ice blisters in Antarctica
free-floating rather than toward the front of the ice were made by Van Autenboer (1962), Cailleux
tongue and into McMurdo Sound. The ice blisters (1962) and Paige (1968). Van Autenboer described
observed were either cone-shaped (Fig. 5) or sinu- three ice mounds, up to '2 m high and 15 in in
ous mounds. All were of the solid type, not filled diameter, located near the terminus of the
with water or air. The ice blisters appeared to occur Gunnestadbreen Glacier. The ice feature he shows
where deep depressions had formed in the river in his Figure 2, page 351, is very similar to the one
and stream channels or in deep melt pools (Fig. 6). shown in Figure 5 of this report. Cailleux found ice
Since the new ice was "transparent," one could see blisters up to 0.5 m high in several frozen lakes on
through it and in places observe fine sand grains Ross Island, whereas Paige observed numerous ice
and small pebbles. Thismaterial marked thebound- mounds up to 0.6 m high that formed over melt
ary between the new ice and the glacier ice. Some of pool sites found throughout the bare ice ablation
this granular material can be seen on the ice river zone at the western part of the McMurdo Ice Shelf.
bottom in Figure 4 and Figure 7. The conical ice blister shown here in Figure 8

Two ice blisters are shown in Figure 8. The prom- bears a resemblance to the sketch of a unique sea ice
inent one, beside the person, was about 3 m high feature described as an ice blister by Wright and
and conical in form. The second was about 0.5 m Priestly (1922, page 343). They stated that "On
high and 5 m long. The apex of this feature ran several occasions peculiar structures were observed
along the crack in the foreground and under the in sea ice which resembled in appearance nothing
feet of the photographer. The conical ice blister is so much as the skin of a blister, which had bro-
seen to be highly fractured. There were six major ken...." Their explanation for the sea ice blisters
wedges or pie-shaped pieces, which in turn were they observed was a sudden discharge of gas from
also laced with a number of surface fractures. Be- beneath the ice sheet. This explanation certainly
side the person in Figure 8 is a block of ice about I does not apply to the solid ice blisters observed on
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Figure 8. Conical 3-m-high ice blister in a refrozen melt river on the Koettlitz Glacier
Ice Tongute. The photo was taken from the top of a half-meter-high linear ice mound along
which the crack in the foreground runs.
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Fi gu re 9. Cross section of a siniuous ice blister on the Katakturuk River nar its discharge
into Camden Bay, Beaufort Sea coast, Alaska. The in-sitm water salinity and conductivity
were 0.67c and 0.04 S/in, respectively.

the Koettlitz Glacier Ice Tongue nor on the ice field Between 1978 and 1984 1 made helicopter recon-
above the Jakobshavn Isbrae ice field. naissance flights along the Chukchi and Beaufort

sea coasts of Alaska each spring. During these
Alaskan ice blisters years, conical, long and sinuous, or odd-shaped ice

Ice blisters also occur on rivers where the bed is blisters (Fig. 10) were zven on most of the frozen
impermeable or freezes to become impervious, rivers near the sea coast. No river on the Alaska
such as in permafrost areas (Fig. 9). Many Russian North Slope flows to the sea during the late winter
and North American papers describe such features period, but massive spring-fed icings ("tarins") d'n
(Leffingwell 1919, Smith and Mertie 1930, Muller occur. Some icings reach the sea, and a few-f or
1947, Carey 1970, 1973, Chacho et al. 1991, Crory example, on the Firth River i" the Yukon Territory
1991). On the North Slope of Alaska these river and the Kongakut River on the North Slope of
formations are numerous and conspicuous fea- Alaska-grow so thick that they can survive one or
tures easily seen from the ground or air. more melt seasons (Fig. 11) (see also, summer and
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a. Long sinuous and small conical (far upper right) ice blisters.

b. Oblong (top) and odd-shaped ice blisters.

Figure 10. Alaska North Slope river ice blister shapes.

fall 1973 Landsat imagery of the Alaska-Yukon icing, the water in the ice blisters we drilled would
Territory area [Kovacs 1976 and Fig. 20 in Crory rise in the bore hole, thus relieving the confining
19911). We drilled through the apexes of a number pressure. At only one location did a very small
of these river ice blisters. Mviany contained a core of quantity (less than a liter) of the water flow out at
water (Fig. 9). Similar to an observation of Are the top of the blister. The pressure of the confined
(1969), who drilled an ice blister surrounded by an water is not known, but it rrobably was much
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Figure 11. Icing remnant on the Firth River, Yukon Territory, Canada, in mid-
September 1981. The western tip of Herschel Island is at the top far right. A skim of sea ice
had already formed on the ocean at this time.

t1

Figure 12. Trench cut into an ice blister alongside a cavity containing a boulder and
some fibrous organic material. The ice wall of the cavity was ruptured by the ice chisel, and
thie meltwater from the cavity had drained onto the floor of the trench. The arrows define the
cavitiy width.
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lower than the5 MPa estimated by Petrov (1930) for the ice. The subsequent heat gained by the debris
the confined ground water below a seasonal frost caused melting of the surrounding ice, and this in
mound. Pressures on the order of 25-100 KPa seem turn allowed for the downward migration of the
more realistic based on estimates of the hydraulic boulder. Many ice-covered but water-filled
potential needed to lift the ice mass and on direct cryoconite cavities, as found on glaciers, form in
measurements of the water pressure in frost mounds the same manner.
by Pollard and French (1984). Observations of the Similar debris inclusions were observed by Smith
water levels in the drill holes indicated that the and Mertie (1930) in the ice mounds they investi-
blisters were not spring-fed and that the ice uplift is gated in 1924 on the Killick River in northern
analogous to cream being forced upward from a Alaska. They suggested that the pebbles and boul-
freezing bottle of milk, or to the crown that often ders, up to 0.2 m in diameter, were picked up from
forms on the top or bottom of a frozen bucket of water. the river bottom. In this process the ice sheet would
None of the ice blisters appeared to have ruptured, freeze downward and adhere to material resting
since no icings were observed at their bases. on river bottom high points. Crystallization forces

In several of the ice blisters on the Katakturuk in the confined water body would lift the ice sheet
and Tamayariak rivers in Alaska, pebbles, boul- and the debris frozen to the ice bottom. Continued
ders and organic debris were observe(c within the ice growth would then entomb the debris. This
domed ice. Using a chain saw and ice chisel, we process was apparently repeated frequently at their
excavated a i-m-deep trench in one ice blister, study area, as they reported seeing gravel debris
beside a debris inclusion (Fig. 12). The inclusion embedded at various elevations within the ice.
was found to contain fibrous organic material and Seasonal frost blisters tend "to shift location and
a boulder approximately 0.2 m long and 0.07 m in to vary in size and shape from one year to the next"
diameter. When the face of the cavity was broken (Pollard 1988). This is equally true for ice blisters,
into, water flowed into the excavation. It was then which may develop along the same stretch of a
found that the boulder rested inside a 0.25-m-high river but often at new scour pool sites that formed
water-filled cavity somewhat larger in width than during the previous spring run-off period. Crory
the boulder. The boulder had apparently migrated (1991) showed a 3-m-high ice blister that devel-
downward about 0.25 m from its original position oped in a drainage area beside the runway at
within the ice mass. The cavity water was found to Umiat, Alaska (Fig. 13), but also stated that such ice
have a salinity of 0.1%o. The water-filled cavity was formations "do not necessarily form in the same
formed by the penetration of solar radiation into location each year."

Figure 13. Three-meter-high ice blister in the drainage area beside the runway at Umiat, Alaska (Crory
1991). (Photo courtesy of F. Crory.)
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Figure 14. Ice blister 2.5 m high on a Kuparuk River channel. The ice blister length is defined by the arrow's. An
abandoned runway is situated to the right of the ice blister.

'J4V

Figure 15. Ice blister (betweenI arrows) ini a Kuparuk River channel. Tlie thin "linear" feature is an elevated oil
pipeline.
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While river ice blisters are easily visible from a Kuparuk River is presented in Figure 16. The lower
low-flying aircraft, it is of interest to know if they sloping arrow (labeled A) in Figure 16 points to a
could be detected from a high-flying remote sens- dark streak, which corresponds to the location of
ing aircraft. In May 1990 1 was involved in a joint the ice blister shown in Figure 14. Above this arrow
U.S.-Canadian remote sensing experiment near is a linear feature, which is the abandoned runway,
Prudhoe Bay, Alaska. A Convair 580 remote sensing also visible in Figure 14. The top sloping arrow
aircraft of the Canadian Center for Remote Sensing (labeled B) in Figure 16 points to a very small dark
was used to collect C-band-frequency synthetic aper- spot, which is believed to be the ice blister shown in
ture radar (SAR) imagery and other sensor data. Figure 15. Dark areas in the SAR image represent

Ice blisters are common along the Kuparuk River, highly reflective smooth areas. Such areas include
which is located west of Prudhoe Bay. One ice the tundra lakes, many of which had either com-
blister visited in May 1990 was near an abandoned pletely or partially snow-free smooth surfaces. As
runway (Fig. 14), and a second was near a pipeline can be seen in Figure 16, there are numerous other
crossing (Fig. 15). Drilling at the top of the 2.5-m- dark areas in the meandering Kuparuk River chan-
high ice mound shown in Figure 14 revealed ice nels. Three such areas are denoted by the three
about 1.5 m thick with an undetermined depth of upward-pointing vertical arrows. These sites were
water in it. The 1.5-m-high ice blister shown in visited and found to be not ice blisters but wind-
Figure 15 was not drilled, polished, snow-free ice areas. It can be concluded

A C-band SAR image, obtained with a vertically that while vertical polarized C-band SAR imagery
polarized antenna, showing a portion of the may suggest sites where river ice blisters exist,

IW

,¢/,

Figure 26. Canadian Center for Remote Sensing C-band SAR image taken from an altitude of about 6.1 kin, showing
a section of the Kuparuk River system and some of the surrounding oil field development. The sloping arrows point to
ice blisters. The vertical arrows point to some of the snow-free river ice areas. (Image courtesy of T. Lukowski, Canadian Center
for Remote Sensing)
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Snow Surface numerous other areas produce a similar backscat-
ter. Perhaps another SAR frequency band or an-
other antenna polarization would offer better ice

-12-15 m blister detection. Theoretical backscatter consider-
ations for SAR appear to suggest otherwise.

Greenland ice blisters~40-45 m River icings and ice blisters have been observed

on the rivers of the Nunatarssuak area, east of
Thule, Greenland (Colton and Holmes 1954). One
ice mound was about 1.5 m high, 4.5 m wide and 7.5
rm long and was cracked parallel to the longaxis,

/,-,, similar to the one shown in Figure 8.
/ " At Camp Century, Greenland, water was pro-

duced from an ice (Rodriguez) well. Steam or hot
water was used to melt a hole into the ice cap to a
depth of about 45 m, where the -24°C firn became
"impermeable." Here the melt formed a large pool
of water, which was withdrawn as needed by pump-
ing.

-100 m .240 In 1966 1 was lowered on a "bosun's chair" into
the second water supply well at Camp Century

after it had been abandoned for about one year.
I I Figure 17 shows the general shape of this well. The

II ice cover on the former pool of water was found to
be domed, forming an ice blister about I m high, asI

//

depicted in Figure 17. The domed surface was
cracked into pie-shaped wedges not unlike those of
the Koettlitz Glacier Ice Tongue ice blister shown in

S1 Figure 5.
A similar ice blister was also observed in the first

water well at Camp Century (Schmitt and
Rodriguez 1963). When this well was abandoned,
the water was about 5.3 m deep. Ten months later,
when the top of the ice blister was drilled through,

1 1.7 m of ice was found above about 3 m of water.
/r More ice formed on the surface of the pool than on

Water the bottom: 1.7 vs about 0.6 m. Schmitt and
- 3 Rodriguez (1963) stated that "this is significant in

empirically revealing the insulating properties of
-35 m ice," which has a poor thermal conductivity. They--35 malso pointed out, as a result of their observations,

1. Arrows Indicate melt chamber that water may be stored for some time in a subgla-
closure due to creep processes cial pool. Clearly the size of the pool, the initial

volume of water therein, and the surrounding ice
2. Arrows represent forces due to thermal conditions will govern the quantity of

crystallizationl water available with time. In any event the ice

3. Refrozen well water blisters observed in the ice wells at Camp Century
return us once again to the analogy of the appear-

Figure 17. Cross section of an ice well at Camp ance of an ice blister formation on the surface of a
Century, Greenland. freezing bucket of water.
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DISCUSSION Are, F.Z. (1969) Mechanism of development and
degradation of naleds in Ulakan-Taryn Springs. In:

The solid glacial ice blisters Echelmeyer et al. (1991) Siberian Naleds (O.N. Tolstikhin and V.M. Piguzova,
saw in Greenland and I observed in Antarctica prob- Eds.), p. 107-116. USA Cold Regions Research and
ably grew following the general theory described by Engineering Laboratory, Draft Translation 399 (un-
Sumgin (1941), Liverovskiiand Morozov (1941), Lewis published).
(1962), Nekrasov (1969) and others as applying to Bogomolov, N.S. and A.N. Sklyarevskaya (1969)
frost mounds in general and river ice blisters, domes On exploration of hydrolaccoliths in the southern
or mounds in particular. Once the runoff season part of Chilinskaya Oblast. In: Siberian Naleds (O.N.
ended and the shallower surface waters froze to the Tolstikhin and V.M. Piguzova, Eds.), p. 187-191.
surrounding glacial ice, water in the deeper pools USA Cold Regions Research and Engineering Labo-
became fully confined byice. With time the expansive ratory, Draft Translation 399 (unpublished).
forces in the confined water, associated with contin- Cailleux, A. (1962) Ice mounds on frozen lakes in
ued freezing, either gradually, intermittently or sud- McMurdo Sound, Antarctica. Journal of Glaciology,
denly forced the ice cover upward (van Everdingen 4(31): 131-133.
[1982] measuredafrostblistergrowthof0.55minone Carey, K.L. (1970) Icing occurrence, control and
day). During this process the ice blisters cracked at prevention: An annotated bibliography. USA Cold
their apexes, and secondary cracks formed until all Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory,
the water in the blisters had frozen and expansive Special Report 151.
uplift stopped. Since no icings existed beside the Carey, K.L. (1973) Icings developed from surface
Koettlitz Glacier or Alaska river ice blisters visited, water and ground water. USA Cold Regions Re-
none of the confined water had escaped during ice search and Engineering Laboratory, Monograph
uplift and fracturing. The hollow iceblisters observed III-D3.
on theJakobshavn Isbrae ice field by Echelmeyer etal. Cederstrom, D.J., P.M. Johnston and S. Zublitsky
(1991)had apparently drained. The general iceblister (1953) Occurrence and development of ground
formation process described above is also applicable water in permafrost regions. U.S. Geological Sur-
to the ice mounds observed on many Alaskan rivers, vey, Circular 275.
as well as to those that developed in the subsurface Chacho, E.F., Jr., C.M. Collins, A.J. Delaney and
glacial well pools at Camp Century. S.A. Arcone (1991) River icing mounds: A winter

The question may be asked: Why are ice blisters of water source on the eastern North Slope of Alaska.
interest? An abundant supply of water for domestic In: Northern Hydrology: Selected Papers, Proceedings
and fire-fighting purposes is of critical importance at of the Northern Hydrology Symposium, Saskatoon,
any cold regions site (Cederstrom et al. 1953, Alter Saskatchewan, Canada, (T.D. Powers and C.S.L.
1969). This is a problem on the North Slope of Alaska, Ommanney, Ed.), p. 32-45.
wheremostfreshwaterbodiesareshallowand freeze Colton, R.B. and C.D. Holmes (1954) Geomor-
completely during the winter. Ice blister sites may, phology of the Nunatarssuak area. Final Report on
therefore, offer an expedient but limited source of the Scientific Program (Program B), Operation Ice
potable water. However, our limited drill hole mea- Cap 1953. Stanford Research Institute.
surements, and the more extensive ones made by Crory, F.E. (1991) Construction guidelines for oil
Chacho et al. (1991) on several Alaska North Slope and gas exploration in northern Alaska. USA Cold
rivers, revealed that not all ice blisters form over Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory,
pools of water deep enough to preclude complete CRREL Report 91-21.
winter freeze-up. Indications are that, for some Alas- Echelmeyer, K., T.S. Clarke and W.D. Harrison
kan rivers, ice blisters over about 1.4 m high have a (1991) Surficial glaciology of Jakobshavns Isbrae,
high probability of containing water (Chacho et al. West Greenland: Part I. Surface morphology. Jour-
1991). nal of Glaciology, 37(127): 368-382.
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